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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the work initiated in [13] in trying to under-
stand the resonance phenomenon for the asymmetric oscillator. Let us
consider the piecewise linear equation
x +ax+&bx&=f (t), (1)
where a and b are positive constants with a{b, x+=max[x, 0], x&=
min[x, 0] and f (t) is a 2?-periodic function, say a function in L1(R2?Z).
The general questions that we have in mind are: under what conditions on
a, b and f (t) can we say that (1) has unbounded solutions? are there equations
in the class (1) where unbounded and periodic solutions can coexist?
Equation (1) was first considered by Dancer in [2, 3, and 4] and by
Fucik in [7]. They studied the periodic and Dirichlet boundary value
problems for (1) and looked at this equation as a model of the so called
‘‘equations with jumping nonlinearities’’. We sum up some of the results in
[2, 3]. Consider the family of curves in the (a, b)-parameter space,
1
- a
+
1
- b
=
2
p
, p=1, 2, ... . (2)
When (a, b) is not in any of these curves then (1) has at least one 2?-
periodic solution. However, if (a, b) lies in one of these curves there exist
functions f (t) for which (1) has no periodic solution. More results on the
periodic problem for (1) have been obtained by Lazer and McKenna [8],
Fabry [5] and Fabry and Fonda [6]. The known results on the existence
of periodic solutions already shed some light on the boundedness problem.
Actually, the second theorem of Massera implies that if (1) has no periodic
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solutions then every solution must be unbounded. Thus, when (2) holds,
there are functions f (t) for which all solutions are unbounded. This is
similar to the well known phenomenon of linear resonance that occurs
when a=b=p2.
The boundedness problem for (1) was treated in [13]. It was proved in
[13] that all solutions are bounded if f (t) can be expressed as
f (t)=1+=h(t)
with h smooth and = small enough. The special form of the forcing term
was motivated by a model of suspension bridge proposed by Lazer and
McKenna [9]. The question of boundedness for a general forcing seems to
remain open.
In principle, one could think that, just as in the linear case, the existence
of a periodic solution should imply the boundedness of all solutions. The
main result of this paper will disprove this initial conjecture. In fact, if a
and b are different and satisfy
1
- a
+
1
- b
# Q, (3)
we shall prove the existence of functions f (t) that are 2?-periodic and such
that all the solutions of (1) with large initial conditions are unbounded.
The function f can be found explicitly and, for example, it can be chosen
as a trigonometric function. As a consequence, we shall deduce that
periodic and unbounded solutions can coexist when (3) holds and a{b.
To prove the existence of unbounded solutions we shall first study the
dynamics of a class of abstract mappings defined on the plane. In polar
coordinates they have an asymptotic expansion of the form
{%1=%+2?
p
q
+
1
r
+1(%)+o(r&1)
(4)
r1=r++2(%)+o(1),
valid as r  +. Here pq is a rational number and +1 , +2 are continuous
and 2?-periodic functions. Under certain assumptions on +1 and +2 , we
prove the existence of orbits that go to infinity in the future or in the past.
In a nonrigorous way we can think that  is a fixed point and that we are
looking for the stable and unstable sets associated to it. These sets are not
necessarily smooth manifolds because  is not a hyperbolic fixed point. In
fact, the linearization at infinity is a rotation of angle 2?( pq) (a root of
unity). After the change of variables \=r&1, the fixed point becomes the
origin and our results on (4) are related to the phenomenon of instability
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at roots of unity that appears in hamiltonian mechanics (see Section 31 of
[15] and [1012]).
In the previous paper [1] we used a technique based on Lyapunov func-
tions to study the existence of unbounded solutions of differential equations
at resonance. It is not clear to us whether such an approach could work or
not in the present situation. The reader can find in [1] a list of papers
dealing with unbounded solutions.
The rest of the paper is organized in three sections. Sections 2 and 3 are
devoted to the study of mappings of the class (4) and Section 4 contains
the main result on (1) together with the proof.
2. UNBOUNDED MOTIONS OF PLANAR MAPPINGS
Given _>0, the set E_ is the exterior of the open ball B_ centered at the
origin and of radius _; that is,
E_=R2&B_ .
It will be convenient to employ polar coordinates (%, r), so that E_ is
described as [r_]. To emphasize that % is an angle we identify S1 to
R2?Z. The points in S1 are denoted by
% =%+2?Z, % # R
and the group distance in S1 is defined by
&% &=min[ |%+2n?|: n # Z].
Let f : E_  R2 be a mapping that is one-to-one and continuous. We
assume that its lift, denoted also by f, can be expressed in the form
{%1=%+2?+
1
r
+1(%)+F(%, r)
(5)
r1=r++2(%)+G(%, r),
where
+1 , +2 # C(S1) (6)
and F, G are 2?-periodic in % and small at infinity in the following sense
r |F(%, r)|+|G(%, r)|  0 as r  , (7)
uniformly with respect to % # R.
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Given a point (%0 , r0) with r0_, [(%n , rn)]n # I , is the unique solution of
the initial value problem for the difference equation
(%n+1 , rn+1)=f (%n , rn).
This solution is defined in a maximal interval
I=[n # Z: n:<n<n|],
where n: , n| are certain numbers in Z _ [+, &] satisfying
&n:<0<n|+.
The solution [(%n , rn)] is said to be defined in the future [resp. in the past]
if n|=+ [resp n:=&].
In the next result we prove the existence of solutions that are defined and
unbounded in the future.
Proposition 2.1. Assume that (6) and (7) hold and, in addition, there
exists | # R such that
+2(|)>0, +1(|)=0, +1(%)(%&|)<0 if &% &| &
is small and positive. (8)
Then there exist 3>0 and R_ such that if &%0&| &3 and r0R the
solution [(%n , rn)] is defined in the future and satisfies
lim
n  +
rn=+.
Proof. After the change of variables %  %+| we can assume |=0.
From (8) we deduce the existence of numbers ,, 3, # and 1, 0<,<3,
0<#<1, such that
#|+1(%)| if ,&% &3, |+1(%)|1 if &% &3 (9)
and
#+2(%)1 if &% &3. (10)
Now we can find R_ with 3>,+(1R) and such that if rR
|G(%, r)|
#
2
(11)
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and
|F(%, r)|min {3&,&1R ,
#
r= . (12)
This is a consequence of (7).
With this preparation we consider the set
0=[(% , r) # ER : &% &3]
and prove that 0 is positively invariant with respect to f. In particular, this
will imply that solutions starting at 0 are defined in the future.
To prove the invariance of 0 we consider an arbitrary point (% , r) in 0
and prove that also (%1 , r1) lies in 0. We distinguish two cases:
Case i. &% &,.
From (9) and (12),
&%1&&% &+
1
r
+|F(%, r)|3.
Case ii. ,<&% &3.
We combine (9) and (12) with (8) to obtain
&%1&&% &&
#
r
+|F(%, r)|&% &3.
In both cases the conditions (10) and (11) imply that
r1r+
#
2
.
Thus, (%1 , r1) # 0. It is clear from the invariance of 0 and this last estimate
that rn goes to infinity as n  +.
The existence of solutions that are unbounded in the past will be
obtained by reversing the inequalities in (8).
Proposition 2.2. Assume that (5), (6) and (7) hold and, in addition,
there exists | # R such that
+2(|)<0, +1(|)=0, +1(%)(%&|)>0
if &% &| & is small and positive. (13)
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Then there exists 3>0 and R_ such that if &%0&| &3 and r0R the
solution [(%n , rn)] is defined in the past and satisfies
lim
n  &
rn=+.
Proof. First we prove the existence of 7>0 such that
E7/f (E_).
To do that we consider E_ as a subset of the Riemann sphere R2 _ [].
The definition f ()= extends f in a continuous way. Since f is one-to-
one and continuous, the theorem of invariance of the domain implies that
f (E_) _ [] is a neighborhood of  and this proves the assertion. The
rest of the proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 2.1, excepting that
the set 0 is chosen so that 0/E7 and it now becomes negatively invariant.
By a change of lift, the number 2? appearing in (5) can be replaced by
any number in 2?Z. However, this would not change the map f. We shall
now consider the more general class of mappings f : E_  R2 that are one-
to-one, continuous and can be expressed in the form
{%1=%+
2?p
q
+
1
r
+1(%)+F(%, r)
(14)
r1=r++2(%)+G(%, r).
We are again assuming (6) and (7) and the novelty is in the number 2?pq,
where p and q are integers with q>0 and the fraction pq is in reduced
form.
The map f q is well defined on some set E_^ with _^_. Moreover, an
inductive computation shows that it can be written as
{%q=%+2?p+
1
r
qAq(+1)(%)+F (%, r)
(15)
rq=r+qAq(+2)(%)+G (%, r),
where F and G satisfy (7) and Aq(+1), Aq(+2) are defined by
Aq(+i)(%)=
1
q
:
q&1
k=0
+i \%+2?pq k+ (i=1, 2).
Since p and q are relatively prime, the complex number e2?ipq is a primitive
root of unity of order q and we can think that these functions are an
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average over the group of roots of unity of order q. As a consequence, they
can also be expressed as
Aq(+i)(%)=
1
q
:
q&1
k=0
+i \%+2?q k+ (i=1, 2).
This last formula shows that the definition is independent of p. Moreover,
the averaged functions have period 2?q.
We can now apply the previous results to the mapping f q and obtain the
following consequence.
Corollary 2.3. Assume that (14), (6), and (7) hold and, in addition,
there exists | # R such that
Aq(+2)(|)>0, Aq(+1)(|)=0,
(16)
Aq(+1)(%)(%&|)<0 if &% &| & is small and positive.
Then there exists 3>0 and R_ such that if
"%0&| &2?kq "3, for some k=0, 1, ..., q&1
and r0R, the solution [(%n , rn)] is defined in the future and satisfies
lim
n  +
rn=+.
A similar result for solutions that are unbounded in the past can be
formulated.
3. DYNAMICS AT INFINITY OF A CERTAIN MAPPING
We consider a particular case of the class of mappings studied in Section 2.
Let f : E_  R2 be a continuous and one-to-one mapping with lift
{%1=%+2?+
1
r
+(%)+F(%, r)
r1=r&+$(%)+G(%, r)
where
+ # C1, 1(S1) (17)
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and F, G satisfy (7). Also, we shall assume that the zeros of + are non-
degenerate; that is,
|+(%)|+|+$(%)|>0 \% # R. (18)
Let [|i ]1im be the ordered sequence of zeros of + in the interval
[0, 2?),
0|1<|2< } } } |m<2?
and
Z+=[|1 , |2 , ... |m].
(we are implicitly assuming that Z+ is non-empty). Applying Propositions
2.1 and 2.2 we can deduce that if %0 is close to some |i and r0 is large
enough then the orbit [(%n , rn)] is unbounded in the future or in the past
(depending on the sign of +$ at |i). We now prove that all solutions
starting in a neighborhood of infinity are unbounded.
Proposition 3.1. Assume (7), (17), (18) and
Z+{<.
Then there exists R_ such that if r0R, %0 # S1, either the orbit is defined
in the future and satisfies
rn   as n  +,
or it is defined in the past and
rn   as n  &.
Remarks 1. The proof will give additional information. In particular
the following statement also holds:
Given =>0 there exists R=>0 such that if
r0R= , dist(%0 , Z+)>=
then n:=&, n|=+ and
rn   as n  \.
Figure 1 reflects the behavior of an orbit pn=(rn , %n) with r0R= and
|i+=<%0<|i+1&=, +$(|i)>0, +$(|i+1)<0. It travels between two
narrow cones around |i and |i+1.
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Figure 1
2. The previous result can also be applied to mappings of the kind
(14) with +2=&+$1 . One just uses the same ideas employed in the proof of
Corollary 2.3.
Before the formal proof of this result we give some intuitive arguments
that make it plausible. Similar ideas are employed in [14]. The domain E_
is transformed in a neighborhood of the origin by means of the change of
variables
1
r
=$\, (19)
where $>0 is a parameter to be determined later. Now, the condition
rn   is equivalent to \n  0 and the difference equation (%n+1, rn+1)=
f (%n , rn) becomes
{%n+1=%n+2?+$\n +(%n)+h1(%n , \n ; $)\n+1=\n+$\2n +$(%n)+h2(%n , \n ; $) (20)
where the functions hi are well defined and continuous in [(%, \; $): % # R,
$>0, 0<$\_&11 ] for some _1>_. They satisfy
lim
$  0
hi (%, \; $)
$
=0 (i=1, 2). (21)
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uniformly with respect to % # R, \&\\+ (\+>\&>0 are arbitrary).
We can think that (20) is a lift of a numerical method to approximate the
solutions of the differential equation on the cylinder
{%
4 =\+(%)
\* =\2+$(%).
(22)
Moreover, it will turn out that the step-size $ can be made arbitrarily small
by increasing the size of r0 .
The phase portrait of (22) is shown in Fig. 2 and all orbits will even-
tually get close to some ray [%=|i]. At least for finite intervals of time,
the orbits of the discrete and continuous dynamical systems must remain
close and this implies that (%n , rn) will be close to the ray [%=|i] for
some integer n. At this moment the conclusion can be obtained by an
application of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.
The analysis of the phase-portrait of (22) can be made as follows. First
one considers the semi-trivial solutions
%(t)=|i , \(t)=
\(0)
1&\(0) +$(|i ) t
, i=1, ..., m.
They blow up in the future or in the past depending on the sign of +$(|i).
The associated orbit is the ray [%=|i]. The condition (17) implies the
Figure 2
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uniqueness for the initial value problem and so the remaining orbits cannot
cross the rays [%=|i]. Let (%(t), \(t)) be a solution in the sector |i<%<
|i+1. The function +(%(t)) never vanishes and so %4 (t) has a constant sign.
To fix the notation let us consider the case +(%(t))>0. We express \ as a
function of % that satisfies the linear equation
d\
d%
=
+$(%)
+(%)
\.
Thus, \(%)=C+(%) where C is a positive constant. Going back to the first
equation in (22) we find that % satisfies the scalar equation
%4 =C+(%)2.
It is now elementary to prove the following facts
%(t)  |i+1 as t  +,
%(t)  |i as t  &,
\(t)  0 as |t|  .
Also, for a solution with initial condition (%0 , \0), %0{|i , i=1, ..., m, the
estimate below holds
\(t)
\0
+(%0)
&+& \t # R.
Given 3>0, consider the set
S3=[(%, \): % # R, dist(% , Z+)3, \=1]
(3 is small enough so that S3 is nonempty). The solutions of (22) starting
at S3 are well defined and uniformly bounded in the whole real line. The
previous discussions and the theorem on continuous dependence lead to
the following result.
Lemma 3.2. Given =>0 there exists T=T(=, 3)>0 such that if (%(t), \(t))
is any solution of (22) with (%(0), \(0)) # S3 then
dist(%(t), Z+)=, \(t)= if |t|T.
We now think that the recurrence (20) is a numerical scheme approximating
(22). This point of view leads us to the next result.
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Lemma 3.3. Given T>0 there exists a number 2>0 and a function
|: (0, 2)  R, with lim$  0 |($)=0, such that, for every $ # (0, 2) and every
initial condition (%0 , \0) # S3 , the solution of (20) satisfies
|n: |, n|>_T$ &
and
&%n&% (n$; %0 , \0)&+|\n&\(n$; %0 , \0)||($) if |n|_T$ & .
(Notice that (%(t; %0 , \0), \(t; %0 , \0)) is the solution of (22) satisfying %(0)=%0 ,
\(0)=\0).
The proof is standard and is based on the following fact: the union of the
origin and all orbits passing through the arc S3 is a compact subset of
the plane.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since the zeros of + are nondegenerate, we
can apply Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 to the rays [%=|i ] in an alternative
fashion. In this way one obtains common constants 3 and R such that if
dist(%0 , Z+)<3, r0>R
then rn goes to infinity in the future or in the past. It is now sufficient to
find R*>0 such that if (%0 , r0) is an initial condition satisfying
dist(%0 , Z+)3, r0>R*
then there exists a positive integer N (depending on %0 and r0) such that
dist(%\N , Z+)<3, r\N>R.
To do that we apply Lemma 3.2 and find T>0 such that any solution of
(22) starting at S3 satisfies
dist(%(t), Z+)<
3
2
, \(t)<
1
2R
, |t|T&1.
Next we perform in (20) the change (19) with $=1r0 . We select R* large
enough so that for r0R* the inequalities below hold
$<min {2, 1, 1_= , |($)<min {
1
2R
,
3
2 = ,
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where 2 and | are defined in Lemma 3.3. Define N=[T$]. It follows
from Lemma 3.3 that
&%\N&% (\N$)&+|\\N&\(\N$)||($)
and thus
dist(%\N , Z+)&%\N&%(\N$)&+dist(%(\N$), Z+)<3.
Also, we obtain \\N<1R and
r\N=
1
$\\N

1
\\N
>R.
These estimates finish the proof.
4. RESONANCE, AVERAGES, AND ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES
In this section we go back to the differential equation (1). First we
consider the ‘‘homogeneous’’ equation
x +ax+&bx&=0 (23)
and denote by C(t) the solution satisfying the initial conditions x(0)=1,
x* (0)=0. It is a periodic function with period
{=
?
- a
+
?
- b
,
and it is given explicitly by the formula
C(t)={
cos - at,
&ab sin - b \t&
?
2 - a+ ,
0|t|
?
2 - a
?
2 - a
<|t|
{
2
.
The derivative of C will be denoted by S=C4 .
Assuming that (3) holds, we find positive integers p, q such that
1
- a
+
1
- b
=2
q
p
(24)
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and the fraction qp is in the reduced form. Now, the period of C becomes
{=2?(qp) and the frequency |=(2?{)=( pq). We define the averaged
functions
C*(t)=
1
q
:
q&1
k=0
C(t+2?k), S*(t)=
1
q
:
q&1
k=0
S(t+2?k).
Since p and q are relatively prime, these functions are periodic with period
2?p. Moreover, C* is of class C2 and S* is C 1.
Given f # L1(R2?Z), we define
8f (%)=|
2?
0
f (t) C* \ %|+t+ dt, % # R.
This is a function of period 2?q and the derivative is given by
8$f (%)=
1
| |
2?
0
f (t) S * \ %|+t+ dt, % # R.
We shall be interested in the oscillatory properties of 8f and consider the
set
A( f )=[% # R: 8f (%)=0].
It is said that a solution of (1) goes to infinity as t  + [resp. t  &]
if
x(t)2+x* (t)2   as t  + [resp t  &].
Theorem 4.1. Assume that (24) holds and let f # L1(R2?Z) be a given
function such that A( f ) is nonempty and
8$f (%){0 \% # A( f ).
Then, there exists R>0 such that every solution x(t) of (1) with
x(t0)2+x* (t0)2>R
for some t0 # R, goes to infinity in the future or in the past.
Remarks. 1. The linear operator
8: L1(R2?Z)  C1(R2?q&1Z), f [ 8f
is bounded. In consequence, the assumptions on f in the theorem are
persistent under small perturbations of f (in the L1-sense).
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2. When q=1 in (24), the function 8f already appeared in [3]. In
this case C*=C. Among other results, it was proved in [3] that there
exist functions in the conditions of our theorem for which (1) has a periodic
solution. This is a case of coexistence between periodic and unbounded
solutions. More precise results in this line have been recently obtained in
[6].
3. It is interesting to look at the meaning of the Theorem 4.1 in
the linear case; that is, a=b=|2, |=pq. Now C(t)=cos |t and the
averaged function C* coincides with C for q=1 and vanishes otherwise.
Thus, Theorem 4.1 applies only when q=1 and it becomes equivalent to
the classical resonance condition
|
2?
0
f (t) eipt dt{0.
The proof of this theorem is postponed to the end of the section. First
we shall prove that in the nonlinear case (a{b) the theorem is always
applicable.
Lemma 4.2. Assume a{b and (24). Then C* has a Fourier expansion of
the form
C*(t)= :

r=0
cr cos rpt
and there are infinitely many Fourier coefficients satisfying cr{0.
Proof. First we compute the Fourier expansion of C(t) as a {-periodic
function. Since it is an even function, it has a cosine expansion
C(t)= :

n=0
Cn cos n|t
with
Cn=
4
{ |
{2
0
C(t) cos n|t dt, n1.
The positive and negative parts of C have also analogous expansions
C+(t)= :

n=0
An cos n|t, C&(t)= :

n=0
Bn cos n|t,
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where
Cn=An&Bn .
From (23) one can also obtain
n2|2Cn=aAn&bBn .
Thus, if b{n2|2,
Cn=
b&a
b&n2|2
An .
The Fourier coefficient An is easily computed from the definition,
An=
4
{ |
?2 - a
0
cos - a t cos n|t dt=
4
{
- a
a&n2|2
cos \ n|?2 - a+ , (a{n2|2).
The Fourier expansion of C* is obtained from the expansion of C.
Actually,
C*(t)= :
n # Mq
Cn cos n|t,
where Mq=[rq: r=0, 1, 2, ...]. Now we can obtain the conclusion of the
lemma because there are infinitely many numbers satisfying
n # Mq , cos \ n|?2 - a+{0.
Example. Consider the equation
x +ax+&bx&=cos rpt,
where (24) holds, a{b and r1. Then
8f (%)=?cr cos rq%,
where cr is given by Lemma 4.2. Now, the theorem is applicable if cr{0.
Notice that, in view of Remark 1 after the theorem, we could add to cos rpt
any 2?-periodic function that is L1-small.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First we apply Gronwall’s lemma and obtain the
inequality below, valid for any solution of (1),
|x(t)|+|x* (t)|[|x(s)|+|x* (s)|+& f &L1(0, 2?)] eL |t&s|,
t, s # R, |t&s|2?,
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where L=max[1, b, a]. In consequence, it will be sufficient to prove that a
certain power of the Poincare operator associated to (1) can be written as
a map of the class studied in the previous section and then to apply Proposi-
tion 3.1. To achieve this we use an appropriate change of variables based on
the functions C and S. Define the map
9: (% , I ) # S1_(0, )  (x, y) # R2&[0]
with
x=#I 12C \%|+ , y=#I12S \
%
|+ , (25)
where #>0 is a positive constant to be determined later and | is the
frequency; that is, |=2?{&1. It is easy to check that 9 is a C1-diffeomor-
phism. At this point it is convenient to employ the following identity, that
is a consequence of the conservation of energy for (23),
S(t)2+aC+(t)2+bC&(t)2=a, \t # R. (26)
Using again the identity (26) one can obtain
dx7 dy=
#2a
2|
d%7dI.
We now define #=- 2|a&1 and so 9 becomes a canonical map.
The reader who is familiar with classical mechanics will identify the couple
(%, I ) as the action-angle variables associated to (23). Also, they can be seen
as a generalization of the symplectic polar coordinates that appear in the
case a=b=1.
The hamiltonian associated to (1) is expressed in cartesian coordinates as
H(t, x, y)=
1
2
y2+
a
2
(x+)2+
b
2
(x&)2&f (t)x.
In the new coordinates it becomes
H(t, %, I)=|I&#f (t) C \%|+ I 12.
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Thus, Eq. (1) is transformed into
{
%4 =HI=|&
#
2
f (t) C \%|+ I&12,
I4 =&H%=
#
|
f (t) S \%|+ I12.
(27)
Given an initial condition (%0 , I0) # S1_(0, ), the solution of (27) satisfying
%(0)=%0 , I(0)=I0 is denoted by (%(t; %0 , I0), I(t; %0 , I0)). For large values
of I0 this solution is defined for all t # [0, 2?] and so we can consider the
Poincare map
%1=%(2?; %0 , I0), I1=I(2?; %0 , I0).
Our next goal is to obtain asymptotic expansions for %1 and I1 . The second
equation of (27) can be rewritten as
d
dt
I12=
#
2|
f (t) S \ %|+ . (28)
An integration of this equation leads to
I(t)12=I 120 +O(1), t # [0, 2?], I0  +,
and this implies
I(t)&12=I &120 +O(I
&1
0 ). (29)
From now on, all asymptotic expansions are valid for I0  + and
hold in a uniform sense with respect to t # [0, 2?], %0 # R.
Going back to (27),
%4 =|+| f (t)| O(I &120 )
and thus
%(t; %0 , I0)=%0+|t+O(I &120 ). (30)
By a substitution of this expansion in (28) we are lead to
d
dt
I12=
#
2|
f (t) S \%0| +t++| f (t)| O(I &120 ).
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(Notice that S is C1). An integration shows that
I 121 =I
12
0 +
#
2| |
2?
0
f (t) S \%0| +t+ dt+O(I &120 ).
In a similar way we substitute (29) in (27) to obtain
%4 =|&
#
2
f (t) C \%0| +t+ I &120 +| f (t)| O(I &10 ),
leading to
%1=%0+2?|&
#
2
I &120 |
2?
0
f (t) C \%0| +t+ dt+O(I &10 ).
The new change of variables r=I 12 transforms the Poincare mapping into
{%1=%0+2?|+
1
r0
+(%0)+F(%0 , r0)
r1=r0&+$(%0)+G(%0 , r0),
where
+(%)=&
#
2 |
2?
0
f (t) C \%|+t+ dt
and the remainders F and G are continuous and satisfy
F(%, r)=O \ 1r2+ , G(%, r)=O \
1
r+ as r  .
In particular, the condition (7) holds.
By assumption, the number | is rational and is expressed in the reduced
form as
|=
p
q
, p, q # Z+.
When q=1 the mapping is of the kind studied in Section 3 with +(%)=
&(#2) 8f (%) and the result follows in this case by a direct application of
Proposition 3.1. When q>1 the mapping is of the kind (14) with +1=+,
+2=&+$ and the power of order q of the Poincare map fits in the
framework of Section 3 with Aq(+)=&(#2) 8f (%).
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